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THE RESURFACING PROCESS USING THE RITEWAY CRACK REPAIR SYSTEM

















Remove existing nets and net posts and store on site.
Inspect the tennis courts and identify and areas that need to be pressure washed. The tennis court needs to be
free of any mildew, algae, or any other foreign objects prior to the resurfacing.
Once the pressure washing is complete, our crews will identify any low spots (“birdbaths”) on your tennis court
and mark them with chalk.
The next step is to fill in all the cracks and birdbaths with an acrylic patch binder. This will reduce standing
water on your tennis courts.
We will then install the Riteway Crack Repair System. It is a three layer repair system that uses Micro Sealant
technology to water-proof existing cracks. When installed it creates an invisible repair which is not affected by
weather or temperature. Unlike other crack repair systems, Riteway is 100% playable, 0w0hich means A
TRUE BOUNCE, NO DEAD SPOTS, BUBBLING, OR HOLLOW SOUNDING AREAS (reported by many
tennis players that have played on other systems including Armor). The Riteway Crack Repair System was
developed based upon the flaws of other systems on the market to create a true playable surface.
Why is Riteway a better system than Armor? Armor is considered a slip sheet crack repair system. This means
the first layer is not adhered to the crack or the tennis court. This is a flaw in the system and will cause
bubbling and wrinkling of the fabric (SEE PICTURE ON THE PAGE BELOW). Armor recently sent out a
press release showing the bubbling effect of their own product, stating that “all crack repair systems bubble”.
This is simply not true. Riteway is adhered to the tennis court using a Micro Sealant technology to create a
barrier that will not bubble or wrinkle.
Why is Riteway a better system than Gaurdian? The main difference between Gaurdian and Riteway is the
technology that allows the product to stick to the tennis court. The chemicals used in the adhesive layer of
Gaurdian (Butyl) has been known to crystallize and harden once applied. This will cause the product to
delaminate from the tennis court. The Micro Sealant technology used in the Riteway system was developed to
correct this problem. It is a material that remains soft over the long term, which has corrected the delamination
issue that many have experienced with the Gaurdian product.
Once the Riteway is installed, our crews will then apply a coat of Acrylic Resurfacer over your entire tennis
courts (including multiple layers where the Riteway is installed). The Acrylic Resurfacer will turn your entire
court black.
We will then install two coats of color on the inside and the outside of the tennis courts. Match Point Tennis
uses the highest quality acrylics on the market. Beware of contractors that mix their own paint. It is impossible
to achieve the same level of consistency and durability when mixing paint at a local warehouse. The national
brands that Match Point Tennis installs will last for many years to come.
The next step is to paint the lines using two coats of textured line paint.
The final step is to sand, prime, and paint your existing net posts and reinstall your tennis nets.
WITHOUT UTILIZING THE RITEWAY SYSTEM, YOUR CRACKS WILL COME BACK!!
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WARRANTY: The fortified system is guaranteed for a period of one year against: premature wear,
discoloration, and defects in materials and workmanship. Match Point Tennis does not warranty cracks as
they will reappear again despite resurfacing of the court, unless The Riteway Crack Repair system is
installed. Match Point Tennis utilizes the highest quality crack filling techniques, but cracks may reappear
after freezing temperatures, an abundance of moisture, etc. As such, no warranty can be made against their
reoccurrence unless The Riteway Crack Repair System is used in conjunction with a resurfacing. Match
Point Tennis does offer a three year warranty against the reoccurrence of cracks where the Riteway was
installed. Match Point Tennis has no way of knowing where new cracks may form on your tennis courts,
therefore, the extension of cracks beyond the Riteway System and/or new cracks that develop are not
covered under this warranty.
Please visit the link below for more information on the Riteway Crack Repair System:
http://ritewaytennis.com/
Visit our website for additional information regarding Match Point Tennis and the resurfacing
process:
http://www.matchpointtennis.info/resurfacing.html
Please feel free to contact me anytime if you have additional questions.
Matt Graft
Ph: 770-877-1965
Fax: 770-415-0749
matt@matchpointtennis.info

The picture above was published by Armor. They are admitting their product has bubbling issues. This is a
prime example of the problems associated with the product. Their statement, “They all Bubble”, is simply
not true. Armor bubbles because the product has holes in first layer. When it rains, water goes thru the first
layer of the Armor and into the crack. When the sun come out, the water turns to vapor and tries to escape.
This process creates a bubble and causes hollow sounds and dead spots (untrue bounces) where the Armor
was installed on your court. The Riteway Crack Repair system uses a Micro Sealant technology that
allows the product to adhere to the tennis court and creates a waterproof barrier that WILL NOT BUBBLE.
The image below shows a failure in the Armor system. Match Point Tennis was hired to remove the failing
Armor and install The Riteway Crack Repair system in its place.

